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About This Game

Pigmentone is a game that feels more like a guessing game than a logic puzzle.

It will make you waste hours guessing, combining or dividing the colors through multiple rings of rainbow, and it's up to you to
find out where each one goes.
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Features:

· Simple and attractive graphics.
· Color combination system in real time who does not obey the rules of material colors, but rather colored light.

· 50 Levels that only will make you waste time.
· Relaxing music, so that at least you don't despair.

· A time-trial score that is only fun if you try the puzzle over and over again.
· With a help system punish you if used.

It’s a game mostly trial and error. Would you dare to play it?

Game rules

Emitters

These points of color, emitting a beam of the same color. These can move only along the edge of the screen.

Receivers
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Receivers pick up the emitter's color and become this color. The receiver is surrounded by a ring of rainbow, which becomes
the same color as the center circle when it's right.

Combining colors

Receivers can be combined in various colors, and also throw a beam to pass their color to another receiver.

Target

All receivers need a particular color, and only until each has its right color, level is completed.

Obstacles

Obstacles are white rectangular elements, no beam can pass through them.

Prisms
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Prisms are triangles that divide a combined color, only work if the combined color comes directly from the receiver where they
were combined. These prisms have two triangles in sides that indicate where they throw the rays.

Pipelines

On stage there are pipes invisible, these divert the beam in a different direction already specified, these become visible when a
ray touches them.
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Title: Pigmentone
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Sliverbroom Studios
Publisher:
OtakuMaker SARL
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2016
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I had a lot of fun playing this game.. Nice little casual builder\/sim for when you're in the mood for an easier game. It is
polished, and I encountered no bugs. Even if you consider yourself a hardcore gamer, sometimes you just want something easy
you can do while also doing something else, like catching up on your TV backlog.. poo poo pee pee poo poo. Classic Fun.
Although it might become a bit boring and repetitive, its a simple game where i always go to when i don't know what game to
play. Updated 3rd times on Nov.10, after beating the game for another 5 hours further:

After 20+hrs of gameplay I still have to say this game require some aggressive balance work.
The visual is pretty good, new alien models look nice, but what most Sigma franchaise players expect is AS3 not this tower
defence style thing.

Leaving that alone, about the game:

1. Troopers, their required stars to unlock\/crystals to purchase, their combat capabilities, are unbalanced in general.
Some levels are proven impossible to go through linearly. You simply can't choose easy difficulty and beat all of them till the
end. You HAVE to go back beat earlier levels on higher difficulty till you get all the money and stars to unlock better troopers.
This makes it a total slog fest.
Flamethrower, Shootgunner and Rockeeter - without unlocking and upgrading them at least once, it is hardly possible to go
further with low tier gunners. Unless you beat the starting levels repetitively to upgrade them in a crazy manner.
Flamer replaces Soldiers readily. Rocket renders Sniper useless - they are way more capable to repel hedgehogs and spouts than
snipers. The secondary ability also clean the mess more efficiently. Defenders may prove less capable as a frontline tank than
flamer early on, but their upgrades outpower flamethrower significantly later, plus far more useful secondary ability.
Elites are too expensive. It may be fair if the cost could lower to like 700-800, but 1000 renders it a pale choice as a ranged high
DPS.
In late game you find soldier and sniper useless. No need to upgrade them anymore, just bank a ton of miners for opening,
transition to defender.

2. Some level designs are questionable.
Although I played the game for 20 hours I still doubt this game have way too many suicidal enemy roles. It has never been so
many in AS and ZS series and AH1. The kamikaze units make the gameplay quite tedious. Explosions are everywhere on your
way, on every planet, on every single mission. I wouldn't say it is a totally bad idea but this looks stupid after you playing for
hours long.
Acid pools last too long and force you to step over them, losing hp and repaired by medics - I doubt this mechanics and
personally speaking this is stupid. You can avoid such scenario in AS\/ZS, but this game it is unavoidable. Regardless how little
damage it actually does, it is discouraging and an unclever design.

3. Slot design is insufficient, providing limited gameplay choices, making it very boring.
4 slot is not enough. It is enough to beat the game, but NOT enough to allow variable gameplay tactics. You have to pick a tank
unit, a ranged unit, bring your miner and medic - ALWAYS. This means it has no variable choices in late game.
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I would suggest 5 or 6, so you can transition from midgame to lategame for more diversities of tactics.

4. Medic may should be allowed to heal the whole squad instead of just whom around him. I am not sure if it will make it OP
but otherwise you will always have to bring 4 medics to heal the whole phanlex, and thus your tactical choices are reduced.

Buy it if you a Sigma fan and want to have a glance at what will it be like in AS3. Or don't buy it if you can't tolerate all these
above.. An excellent defense game with heavy RPG elements.

Gameplay consists of enemies appearing from the right side of the screen, and you summoning spirits to prevent them from
reaching the left side. The spirits you summon are short-lived, so you constantly have to summon new spirits to keep up with
appearing enemies. You can pause the game anytime (except on highest difficulty), allowing you to plan your defense precisely.

As mentioned in the opening line, Winged Sakura has extensive RPG elements as well. Each spirit has level that increases as the
spirit participates in battles, and can equip its personal weapon and an accessory from a fairly large list. Equipment\u2019s
quality can be improved by both finding or crafting higher-tier versions of the item, or upgrading existing item (and as upgrade
cost raises with item\u2019s tier, upgrading lower-tier items is often a preferable alternative to getting higher-tier items).

The story is very interesting, and cutscenes are done in anime style, with beautiful character art. Both cutscenes and battle art is
very good in general, as can be seen on screenshots.

I recommend Winged Sakura to all fans of defense games, doubly so if they like anime style as well!. In coffee terms, Big Day,
is a rich full blend, it takes a classic recipe, gives it a little twist using high class ingredients and the result is a magnificent
coffee full of flavours that blend excellently, made by baristas who may not have mastered their craft as of yet but show
undeniable talent, simply delicious.

Full review: https://sipreadrepeat.com/2018/12/09/big-day-review/. I bought it because of Square Enix. They cannot make or
produce bad games right? Well.. this one is not their best ones. Story is probably good but swap four to form somewhat combos
is somewhat a tricky thing. I personally am no fan of these rotate/twist four puzzle games and I lost my intrest on it entirely
quite soon, so I cannot recommend it to anyone who’s not fan of the type of puzzle games.. Really bad game, atrocious controls,
graphics, sounds etc. The levels are horrible and the characters doesn't always do what you want, really clunky gameplay. It will
test your nerves with how bad the design in the levels along with the bad controls is. It was made by only one guy so for that
effort it's ok i guess... Do not expect anything good, only something to pass your time for a little bit and then uninstall it. Not
worth any price.. No camera that moves with the character its annoying to watch your character go from right to left, left to
right slowly. Spikes in this game look like condoms.
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Great game, same mechanics as the original with some extra mouse abilities :) Graphics have recieved some polish and look
good and the soundtrack is amazing.. I've got a few RPG maker games floating around, but I'd almost never recommend them.
They tend to rely too heavily on pre-packaged tilesets and artwork, which tends to mean that the developer slacks off in other
areas, too.

The Amber Throne is an exception to this rule. It uses its own custom artwork, from backgrounds to character sprites. Even
better, it's GOOD artwork. The backgrounds are painterly, the sprites are well animated and proportioned. This alone bodes well
for the rest of the game, and it does not dissappoint. It's got custom music, which is actually pretty nice, just hinting at mystery
and adventure.

The story is a little bare-bones from what I played (several hours in), but it felt less like it was skimped on, and more like the
story was in the environment and the journey.. Its a very interesting game in which your actions and dialogue will affect how the
story ends. Short, but very replayable.. (In case \u201c0.1 hours\u201d looks odd, yeah, I played this in offline mode, just ran up
a few minutes here so Steam would let me post a review)

Anyway, this was lovely.

I sometimes don\u2019t get on all that well with the \u201cfind the right order to do things in on this grid\u201d genre of puzzle
games; there\u2019s an unfortunate tendency for them to explode into incomprehensibly gargantuan possibility spaces. But
Dissembler keeps everything calm and low-stakes, which is probably why it never frustrated me. Being free to \u2018undo\u2019
as much as you like helps there, but I also appreciated the lack of extraneous interruptions and scoring (there is a scored mode if
you care for it, I just don\u2019t), and also just the aesthetics of the thing. The varied palettes and clean shapes make for some
great compositions, and the central flip\/click mechanism has a satisfying low-key physicality. Altogether it works to de-emphasise
\u201cvictory\u201d in favour of just fiddling with colourful objects at your own pace, which is refreshing.

There were a couple of puzzles toward the end of the main set where I did feel a bit \u201cnah, a few too many initial
combinations here, this isn\u2019t great fun\u201d, but that\u2019s okay, you can always skip over one you\u2019re struggling
with, or unlock everything from the options menu.

Some puzzle games want to be an instructor CHALLENGING YOU TO PASS THEIR INGENIOUS TESTS TO PROVE YOUR
WORTH, but Dissembler is more like a parent handing you a box of old wooden puzzles to play with while they read the Saturday
paper and water the plants. More of that, please.. Game starts in bizarre-o-clock resolution. Menu won't even let me change it.
Unjolly.. This album's great, 100% worth your money. Also comes with a game, which isn't very good.. EDIT: I returned to the
game after the "Deluxe" upgrade. Although the developers did add a couple more levels (effectively tripling the content), there is still
very little gameplay overall. The two new levels have only minor differences from the original. And all the "new characters" they
added are nothing more than pixel-swaps - they all move and play in exactly the same way.

Basically, I would say that if you have a strong fondness for early-to-mid-80s arcade games but wish they were a lot more
difficult, you might like Woah Dave. Even then though, I think $5 is too much for what you are getting here.

The music is still the best part of the game, by a wide margin.

My original review is below, though it's mostly obsolete now:

Even at $5, this is one of the biggest ripoffs on Steam. There is only one stage and one game mode. After 5 minutes of playtime,
you have seen virtually everything the game has to offer. I paid $1 for it on sale, and I still feel like it was a waste of money. I
can't remember the last time I played a freeware game that was so limited in scope.

People say it's an arcade game, so it's supposed to be simple, but even arcade games have multiple stages, particularly games like
Joust or Mario Bros., which are Woah Dave's closest relatives, gameplay-wise. Those two games are 30-plus years old now, and
they both have far greater ambition and longevity than this one. I would be seriously astonished if the total development time was
more than 4 hours, including art and music.

(Incidentally, the music is the best aspect by far. I wish they had included a full-length mix that we could listen to outside of the
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game.)

Even a basic level editor would've helped a lot, or some other kind of customization options, but there's nothing.
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